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introduction

finds no statistical relationship between the independence status

Corporate governance experts pay considerable attention to

of the chairman and operating performance.4 Baliga, Moyer,

issues involving the board of directors. As the representatives of

and Rao (1996) find no evidence that a change in independence

shareholders, directors monitor all aspects of the organization

status (separation or combination) impacts future operating

(its strategy, capital structure, risk, and performance), select top

performance.5 Dey, Engel, and Liu (2011) find that forced

executives, and ensure that managerial decisions and actions are

separation is detrimental to firm outcomes: Companies that

in the interest of shareholders and stakeholders. Because of the

separate the roles due to investor pressure exhibit negative returns

scope of their role and the vast responsibility that comes with

around the announcement date and lower subsequent operating

directorships, companies are expected to adhere to common

performance.6 The evidence therefore suggests that the benefits

best practices in board structure, composition, and procedure.

and costs of an independent chair likely depend on the situation.7

Some of these practices are mandated by regulatory standards

According to Sheila Bair, former head of the Federal Deposit

and stock exchange listing requirements; others are advocated

Insurance Corporation (FDIC), “Too much is made of separating

by experts, practitioners, and observers who may or may not

these roles. ... It’s really more about the people and whether they

have a stake in the outcome. While some common practices

are competent and setting the right tone and culture.”8

contribute to board effectiveness, others have been shown to have
no or a negative bearing on governance quality. We review seven
commonly accepted beliefs about boards of directors that are not
substantiated by empirical evidence.1
MYTH #1: THE CHAIRMAN SHOULD ALWAYS BE INDEPENDENT

MYTH #2: STAGGERED BOARDS ARE ALWAYS DETRIMENTAL TO
SHAREHOLDERS
Another widely held belief is that staggered boards harm
shareholders by insulating management from market pressure.
Under a staggered (or classified) board structure, directors are

One of the most widely held beliefs in corporate governance is that

elected to three-year rather than one-year terms, with one-third

the CEO of a company should not serve as its chairman. Over the

of the board standing for election each year. Because a majority

last 10 years, companies in the S&P 500 Index received more than

of the board cannot be replaced in a single year, staggered boards

300 shareholder-sponsored proxy proposals that would require

are a formidable antitakeover protection (particularly when

a separation of the two roles. Prominent corporations including

coupled with a poison pill), and for this reason many governance

Walt Disney, JP Morgan, and Bank of America have been targeted

experts criticize their use. Over the last 10 years, the prevalence

by shareholder groups to strip their CEOs of the chairman title.

of staggered boards has decreased, from 57 percent of companies

According to one investor, “No CEO, no matter how magical,

in 2005 to 32 percent in 2014. The largest decline has occurred

should chair his own board.” Companies, in turn, have moved

among large capitalization stocks (see Exhibit 2).9

2

toward separating the roles. Only 53 percent of companies in the

While it is true that staggered boards can be detrimental to

S&P 500 Index had a dual chairman/CEO in 2014, down from 71

shareholders in certain settings—such as when they prevent

percent in 2005. Similarly, the prevalence of a fully independent

otherwise attractive merger opportunities and entrench a poorly

chair increased from 9 percent to 28 percent over this period (see

performing management—in other settings they have been shown

Exhibit 1).3

to improve corporate outcomes. For example, staggered boards

Despite the belief that an independent chair provides more

benefit shareholders when they protect long-term business

vigilant oversight of the organization and management, the

commitments that would be disrupted by a hostile takeover

research evidence does not support this conclusion. Boyd (1995)

or when they insulate management from short-term pressure
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thereby allowing a company to innovate, take risk, and develop

of the board appointed during the current CEO’s tenure, the

proprietary technology that is not fully understood by the market.

worse the board performs its monitoring function—measured

To this end, Johnson, Karpoff, and Yi (2015) find that staggered

in terms of pay level, pay-for-performance sensitivity, and the

boards are more prevalent among newly public companies if the

sensitivity of CEO turnover to performance. They conclude

company has one or more large customers, is dependent on one or

that “not all independent directors are effective monitors” and

more key suppliers, or has an important strategic alliance in place.

“independent directors that are coopted behave as though they

They also find that long-term operating performance is positively

are not independent.”16 Conversely, Fogel, Ma, and Morck (2014)

related to the use of staggered boards among these firms. Other

show that independent directors who are “powerful” (i.e., have

studies also suggest that staggered boards can benefit companies

large social networks) more constructively contribute to firm

by committing management to longer investment horizons.11

outcomes than those who are not.17 That is, while independence

Research evidence therefore does not support a conclusion that a

is an important quality for an outside director to have, NYSE

staggered board structure is uniformly negative for shareholders.

standards do not necessarily measure its presence (or absence).

MYTH #3: DIRECTORS who MEET NYSE INDEPENDENCE
STANDARDS ARE INDEPENDENT

MYTH #4: INTERLOCKED DIRECTORSHIPS REDUCE GOVERNANCE
QUALITY

A third misconception is that directors who satisfy the

A fourth misconception about boards is that interlocked

independence standards of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

directorships

behave independently when it comes to advising and monitoring

directorships occur when an executive of Firm A sits on the

10

some

evidence

does

suggest

governance

quality.

Interlocked

that

board of Firm B while an executive of Firm B sits on the board

representation by outside board members improves governance

of Firm A. Corporate governance experts criticize board

quality, it is not clear that the independence standards of the

interlocks as creating psychological reciprocity that compromises

NYSE reliably measure independence.13

independence and weakens oversight. While some evidence

management.12

While

reduce

For example, Hwang and Kim (2009) examine whether
situational or psychological factors beyond NYSE guidelines

suggests that interlocking can create this effect, research also
suggests that interlocking can be beneficial to shareholders.18

can compromise a director’s judgment. The authors distinguish

Interlocking creates a network among directors that can lead

between directors who are independent according to NYSE

to increased information flow, whereby best practices in strategy,

standards (“conventionally independent”) and those who are

operations, and oversight are more efficiently transferred across

independent in their social relation to the CEO (“socially

companies. Network effects created by interlocked directorships

independent”) based on education, experiences, and upbringing—

can also serve as an important conduit for business relations,

positing that people who share social connections feel psychological

client and supplier referrals, talent sourcing, capital, and political

affinity that might bias them to overly trust or rely on one another

connections. For example, Hochberg, Ljungqvist, and Lu (2007)

without sufficient objectivity.14 The authors examine a sample of

find that network connections improve performance among

directors of Fortune 100 companies between the years 1996 and

companies in the venture capital industry.19 Fracassi and Tate

2005, of which 87 percent are conventionally independent but

(2012) find that companies that share network connections at the

only 62 percent are both conventionally and socially independent.

senior executive and the director level have greater similarity in

They find that social dependence is correlated with higher

their investment policies and higher profitability. These effects

executive compensation, lower probability of CEO turnover

disappear when network connections are terminated.20 Cai and

following poor operating performance, and higher likelihood that

Sevilir (2012) find that board connections between firms lead to

the CEO manipulates earnings to increase his or her bonus. They

higher value creation in mergers and acquisitions.21 And Larcker,

conclude that social relations compromise the ability of the board

So, and Wang (2013) find that companies with a well-connected

to maintain an arm’s-length negotiation with management, even

board have greater future operating performance and higher

if they are independent by NYSE standards.15

future stock price returns than companies whose boards are less

Other studies reach similar conclusions. Coles, Daniel, and

connected. These effects are most pronounced among companies

Naveen (2014) find that directors appointed by the current CEO

that are newly formed, have high growth potential, or are in need

are more likely to be sympathetic to his or her decisions and

of a turnaround.22 Shareholders should therefore evaluate the

therefore less independent (“coopted”). The greater the percentage

quality of director connections in the companies they are invested
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in to determine whether their impact is potentially positive or

and Klauner (2006) find that in the 25 years between 1980 and

negative.

2005, outside directors made out-of-pocket payments—meaning
unindemnified and uninsured—in only 12 cases. Three of these

MYTH #5: CEOS MAKE THE BEST DIRECTORS

cases were extremely visible (Enron, WorldCom, and Tyco),

Many experts believe that CEOs are the best directors because

perhaps contributing to the broad perception that the risk of

their managerial knowledge allows them to contribute broadly to

directorship is high (see Exhibit 4).29 A follow-up study of lawsuits

firm oversight, including strategy, risk management, succession

filed between 2006 and 2010 finds no cases resulting in out-of-

planning, performance measurement, and shareholder and

pocket payments by outside directors, although some of these

stakeholder relations. Shareholders, too, often share this belief,

cases are still ongoing.30 The authors conclude that “directors with

reacting favorably to the appointment of current CEOs to the

state-of-the art insurance policies face little out-of-pocket liability

board.

risk. ... The principal threats to outside directors who perform

23

However,

the

empirical

evidence

on

CEO-director

performance is less positive. Fahlenbrach, Low, and Stulz (2010)
find no evidence that the appointment of an outside CEO to a
board positively contributes to future operating performance,
decision making, or monitoring.

24

Faleye (2011) finds that active

poorly are the time, aggravation, and potential harm to reputation
that a lawsuit can entail, not direct financial loss.”31
MYTH #7: THE FAILURE OF A COMPANY IS always THE BOARD’S
FAULT

CEO-directors are associated with higher CEO compensation

A final misconception is that when a company fails it is necessarily

levels.25 A survey by Heidrick & Struggles and the Rock Center

the fault of the board. In order for a company to generate acceptable

for Corporate Governance at Stanford University finds that most

rates of returns, it must takes risks, and risks periodically lead

corporate directors believe that active CEOs are too busy with

to failure. Before attributing blame to a board it is important to

their own companies to be effective board members. Respondents

identify the root cause of failure. To the extent that failure was

criticize active CEOs for being unable to serve on time-consuming

the result of a poorly conceived strategy, excessive risk taking,

committees, unable to participate in meetings on short notice, and

weak oversight, or blatant fraud, the board can and should rightly

for being too bossy, poor collaborators, and not good listeners.26

be blamed for failing in its monitoring function. However, to the

Over the last 15 years, the percentage of newly recruited

extent that failure resulted from competitive pressure, unexpected

independent directors with active CEO experience has declined.

shifts in the marketplace, or even poor results that fall within the

Companies instead are recruiting new directors who are executives

range of expected outcomes, then blame lies with management,

below the CEO level or who are retired CEOs (see Exhibit 3).27

or poor luck. The board might still rightly be said to have fulfilled

MYTH #6: DIRECTORS FACE SIGNIFICANT LIABILITY RISK

its duties.
Furthermore, even within the scope of its monitoring

A sixth myth is that corporate directors face significant personal

obligations, it is not realistic that the board will detect all instances

legal and financial risk by serving on boards. A 2009 survey finds

of malfeasance before they occur. The board has limited access to

that two-thirds of directors believe that the liability risk of serving

information about the operations of a company. In the absence of

on boards has increased in recent years; 15 percent of directors

“red flags,” it is allowed to rely solely on the information provided

have thought seriously about resigning due to concerns about

by management to inform its decisions. The board generally does

personal liability.28

not seek information beyond this, with some exceptions. One, if

However, the actual risk of out-of-pocket payment is

the board receives credible information of unusual activity within

low. Directors are afforded considerable protection through

the firm (e.g., through a whistleblower hotline or internal audit

indemnification agreements and the purchase of director and

report), it is expected to follow up on this information. Two, if an

officer liability insurance (D&O insurance). Indemnification

unrelated company gets in trouble over a unique issue (e.g., the

agreements stipulate that the company will pay for costs associated

credit card breach at Target in 2013), the board might bring in an

with securities class actions and fiduciary duty cases, provided the

outside consultant to present on the issue and ask management to

director acted in good faith. D&O insurance provides an additional

report on the procedures and systems in place to prevent a similar

layer of protection, covering litigation expenses, settlement

problem from occurring in the company. Three, if the board

payments, and, in some cases, amounts paid in damages up to a

believes management is not setting the right “tone at the top”

specified limit. These protections have been shown to be effective

through its words or behaviors, it is expected to communicate

in protecting directors from personal liability. Black, Cheffens,

its concerns to management and increase monitoring. Absent
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A third category is the executive chairman, whereby a (non-independent)
executive other than the CEO holds the chairman position. Data on
chairman independence is from Spencer Stuart Board Indices for the
years 2005 to 2014.
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Why This Matters
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Exhibit 1 — independent chair: summary statistics

Dual CEO /
Chairman

Independent
Chair

# Proposals
Requiring
Separation

# Passing

% Votes
“For”

2014

53%

28%

47

2

31%

2013

55%

25%

46

4

33%

2012

57%

23%

43

3

34%

2011

59%

21%

24

3

32%

2010

60%

19%

34

0

28%

2009

63%

16%

28

2

32%

2008

61%

16%

23

0

29%

2007

65%

13%

30

4

27%

2006

67%

10%

38

1

30%

2005

71%

9%

18

1

32%

Year

Note: Sample includes companies in the S&P 500 Index.
Sources: Spencer Stuart Board Index. FactSet Research Systems.
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Exhibit 2 — Staggered Boards: summary statistics

prevalence of staggered boards

Number of Companies

904

339

262

303

907

342

262

303

912

349

263

300

919

362

263

294

935

374

259

302

920

366

268

286

896

368

259

269

856

363

256

237

801

352

242

207

746

332

233

181

708

311

225

172

672

300

208

164

635

296

193
146

608

295

187
126

556

291

176
89

510

285

477

279

165

149

60

49

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
S&P 500 - Large Cap

S&P 400 - Mid Cap

S&P 600 - Small Cap

Source: Adapted from SharkRepellent, FactSet Research Systems, Inc.
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Exhibit 3 — directors with executive experience: Summary statistics

percentage of newly elected independent directors with executive experience
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Active CEO / Chair

Retired CEO / Chair

Other Corporate Executive

Note: Sample includes companies in the S&P 500 Index.
Source: Spencer Stuart Board Index.
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Exhibit 4 — Out-of-pocket payments by outside directors: summary statistics

Company

Year

Type of Case

Total Payment by
Outside Directors

WorldCom

2005

Oversight failure

$24.75 M

Enron

2005

Oversight failure

$13 M

Enron

2004

Oversight failure

$1.5 M

Independent Energy Holdings

2003

Oversight failure

< $2 M

(Confidential)

2000

Oversight failure

Low millions

Van Gorkom

1985

Oversight failure

$1.35 M

Ramtek

1992

Oversight failure

$0.3 M

Baldwin-United

1985

Oversight failure

Unknown

(Confidential)

2000

Oversight failure

$50 K

(Confidential)

mid-2000s

Oversight failure

$0.3 - $0.4 M

Peregrine

mid-2000s

Oversight failure

Unknown

Tyco

2002

Self-dealing and duty of loyalty

$22.5 M

Fuqua

2005

Self-dealing and duty of loyalty

< $7 M

Lone Star Steakhouse

2005

Ultra vires transaction

$54 K

Source: Bernard S. Black, Brian R. Cheffens, and Michael Klausner, “Outside Director Liability,” Stanford Law Review (2006).
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